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Abstract
While there is a rich literature on the tracking of sentiment and emotion in text, modelling the emotional trajectory of longer narratives,
such as literary texts, poses new challenges. This problem consists of two distinct elements ± how much of the sentiment of a sentence
in context is determined by the information contained in that sentence, and how much is determined by the previous history of
sentences. Two key challenges in this work are identifying the features of the preceding context that are relevant to this sentence-bysentence valence assignment task and determining the type of machine learning model which will perform best in predicting these
sentence valences. As an initial exploration we apply a number of different feature sets using linear methods. We show that there is a
small linear relationship between sentence valence history and the valence of the current sentence, which is statistically significant (P=
0.0001). These results show that we have captured a real effect in modelling the relationship between valence history and current
sentence valence, the magnitude of explained variance is small. We intend to explore the application of models with non-linear
capabilities in future work.
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1. Introduction
The experience of emotion plays a major role in the way
people understand and engage with stories. In works of
literary fiction, it is the affective trajectory of the story
(the emotional journey that the reader is taken on) that
propels the plot forward. People read stories because they
are emotionally invested in the fates of the characters.
In NLP, there is a rich literature on using lexical,
semantic and structural information to infer an emotional
tag for sentences and short passages. However modelling
the emotional trajectory of narratives poses new
challenges, in accounting for both the long distance
effects of previous discourse, and the contextually subtle
ways in which the high-level information conveyed by a
WH[W FDQ LQIOXHQFH D UHDGHU¶V HPRWLRQDO VWDWH Our future
aim is to develop a system that uses machine learning
methods to automatically predict the emotional trajectory
of literary texts such as novels. In order to understand
ZKDW ZH PHDQ E\ WKH SKUDVH µHPRWLRQDO WUDMHFWRU\¶ LW LV
necessary to consider how the experience of emotion
relates to the process of reading ± what kinds of emotion
people experience when reading and whether any given
story can be said to have or relate a particular experience
of emotion. Mar et al. (2011) highlight a number of ways
in which our experience of emotion interacts with the
process of reading ± how moods affect our choice of
reading material, the different ways we experience
emotion while reading, and the lingering after-effects of
emotions invoked when reading and their potential to
affect our lives. Mar et al. propose a taxonomy of five
narrative emotions experienced while reading: emotions
of sympathy, emotions of identification, emotions of
empathy, relived emotions, and remembered emotions. Of
these five categories, the first three are most relevant to
our study as they relate to emotions experienced in direct
response to narrative events either in sympathy with the
characters or through imagining ourselves in the
FKDUDFWHUV¶SODFH7KHVHthree categories of emotions can
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be regarded as being properties of the story itself and, as
such, are in some way contained in segments of the actual
text, and therefore should in principle be retrievable from
the text using quantitative methods (as opposed to the
final two that relate to prior individual experience).
The field of sentiment analysis has begun to answer
the question of how we can measure emotions in text,
particularly with regard to commercial domains and
social media. For example, work on sentiment analysis
(i.e. WKH WDVN RI ³DXWRPDWLFDOO\ GHWHUPLQLQJ YDOHQFH
emotions, and other affectual states from text.´
Mohammed, 2016) has focused on product or movie
reviews (Liu, 2010; Mohammed, 2016; Socher et al.,
2013; Tai et al. 2015) or on the analysis of twitter feeds
(Liu, 2010). Recent work using deep learning, and in
particular recurrent neural networks (RNN) such as Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural networks has
facilitated a significant increase in the performance of
sentiment classification of texts and, given the ability of
such networks to represent information over long
sequences (Socher et al., 2013; Tai et al. 2015), they
show particular promise for modelling high-level
properties of natural discourse, such as literary texts.
However, most of the work on sentiment analysis
makes use of large, readily available corpora of labelled
data, which contain explicit rating values that can be used
to train a classifier or neural network model (e.g. 5-star
rating systems for movie and product reviews, or
emoticons or hashtags used to summarise or emphasise
the emotional content of a tweet). In the case of our
study, no large dataset of pre-annotated literary text exists
and so we start by developing a method which can learn
to predict the emotional content at a given point in a story
given only the preceding context and existing lexical
resources (such as a hand-tailored sentiment dictionary,
or a corpus-derived word-embedding). In particular, in
order to determine how the sentiment of the text changes
over time we must evaluate the sentiment of each new

Our aim in this study is to improve upon these initial
baseline results using data-driven methods. The key
challenges are in identifying the features of the preceding
context that are relevant to this sentence-by-sentence
valence assignment task and in determining the type of
machine learning model which performs best in
predicting these sentence valences. Thus, our
methodology proceeds in two parts. Firstly, we explore a
number of different feature sets, to determine which kinds
of information are most important for determining
sentence-level valence. As well as information available
in the sentence itself, we explore the scope of context
relevant to inferring sentence valence. A given literary
text is organised into subgroups of coherent parts in the
form of chapters, paragraphs, and sentences, and within
each of these subcategories the basic units will have a
certain coherence of meaning, style, theme and sentiment.
When a person reads a work of literature the emotional
arc of the text builds in the form of dramatic tension and
the emotion that the reader will be feeling at any given
point in the story can be informed by the entire history of
the text to that point in the form of chapter, paragraph and
sentence content. Capturing the semantic and thematic
information of this history may add a further level of
depth to the model. This first stage of our study therefore
focuses on the exploration of three different feature sets:
(1) a history of sentence valence scores only (over a
number of history window sizes), (2) a history of
sentence valence combined with semantic information
(i.e. semantic word embeddings, again over a number of
history window sizes), and (3) a history of sentence,
paragraph and chapter valence (where paragraph and
chapter valence are calculated at the paragraph- and
chapter level respectively, rather than at the sentence
level, in order to keep the number of features relatively
consistent across models). We fit a simple linear
regression model using these three different feature sets
to determine which features prove most informative in
predicting sentence valence from history.
In the second part of the study, we use the best
performing feature set from the first stage of the study to
explore in further detail how the features relate to valence
information. To this end, we compare the results using a
simple linear regression model to a support vector
regressor (in order to assess whether a model which is
more robust to outliers can improve our predictions). We
evaluate the emotional polarities predicted by the model
by comparing the results to their corresponding target
values. We used nltk to preprocess the texts and scikitlearn to implement the machine learning models.

sentence as it arises within the context of the text that has
come before. Our approach conceives the problem as
consisting of two distinct elements ± how much of the
sentiment of a sentence in context is determined by the
information contained in that sentence (what the reader is
reading now) and how much of the sentiment of a
sentence in context is determined by the previous history
of sentences (what the reader has been reading up to
now). 'UDZLQJ RQ 5XVVHOO¶V two dimensional model of
emotion (Russell, 1980 cited in Mohammed, 2015),
consisting of valence (i.e., a positive-to-negative scale of
emotional affect) and arousal (i.e. the intensity of the
emotional response), we focus on modelling valence at
the sentence level. We also explore the effects of
incorporating semantic information through the inclusion
of word embeddings.
To our knowledge, very little previous work has directly
examined the influence of sentence history on the current
sentence as we do in this paper. ± Jockers (2015) takes a
simple sum of word valences as representative of
sentence valence and then employs a number of different
smoothing functions to allow for the effects of history;
Whissell (2009) takes a mean of all word valence values
as representative of the valence value for different chunks
of text e.g. sentence, paragraph, chapter, etc.
In this initial work we limit ourselves to modelling
sentence level valence based on a single lexicon of
sentiment (Whissell, 2009). We have chosen sentence
level sentiment as the best unit of measurement for
comparison with human annotations. Sentence-level
valence is estimated as the mean of WKHVHQWHQFH¶V word
valences, and is modelled using linear methods, in terms
of the mean valences of sentences in preceding context.
While we are aware that a sentence valence rating based
on a mean of the constituent word ratings taken from a
lexicon is not state-of-the-art in sentiment analysis the
approach is validated by work in psychology (Whissell,
2009; Whissel, 2003; Bestgen, 1990) and offers a
computationally inexpensive way to begin this
exploratory work.

2. Methodology
We train models that, at each sentence in the text, assign
a measure of the emotional polarity at that sentence given
information available in the preceding context. In order to
establish a baseline for comparison we made some
simple, explorations of the data at the level of individual
words using existing lexicon resources describing word
valence. We processed these lexicon-based valence
ratings in two ways. First, we took a simple mean of the
word ratings for each sentence as an overall measure for
that VHQWHQFH¶V YDOHQFH UDWLQJ 7KLV EDVLF measure
showed a correlation (r2) of 0.004 with the results of the
human annotations (see Section 2.1.4). Next, we took a
triangular weighted average over a backward-looking
word window (consisting of a specified number of words)
and took the valence and arousal values for each word in
an end-of-sentence position to represent the sentence
rating. We then correlated these modelled sentence
ratings with human annotations. to determine the
statistical relationship.

2.1. Data and resources
2.1.1. Text for Human Annotation
The target text we selected for this preliminary study is
+DUU\ 3RWWHU DQG WKH 3KLORVRSKHU¶V 6WRQH &KDSWHU 
The Midnight Duel (Rowling, 1997). This text was
chosen as it represents a piece of popular literary fiction
for children which will be well known and accessible to
most people and which most people would find
emotionally engaging, but which at the same time still
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encompasses the complexity and linguistic variety of
natural language (Wehbe et al., 2014).
2.1.2. Training Corpus
Project Gutenberg (https://www.gutenberg.org/) provides
access to thousands of public domain books (copyright
expired) in plain-text format. We selected a set of 100
books to use as training data. These books were chosen
based on their similarity to the target text (works of
OLWHUDU\ ILFWLRQ PDQ\ RI WKHP FKLOGUHQ¶V ILFWLRQ . They
shared with the target text narrative techniques such as
the use of irony, metaphors and imagery, and creative
language. These are important features of literary
language which can prove challenging for sentiment
analysis systems based on a simple literal interpretation
of sentences.
2.1.3. Lexicons and lexical embeddings
In training our models, we used information about the
emotional content of previous words in the sentences
derived from :KLVVHOO¶V 'LFWLRQDU\ RI $IIHFW LQ
Language (the Revised DAL; Whissell, 2009). There are
a number of other affect lexicons in popular usage in the
field of sentiment analysis such as the NRC Emotion
Lexicon (Mohammed and Turney, 2013), The Opinion
Lexicon (Liu, et al., 2005), and AFINN (Nielsen, 2011),
but these focus on a relatively limited lists of words
thought to have a high emotional content. Approaches
based on highly emotive words were initially adopted in
psychology and are still predominant in sentiment
analysis but Whissell (2009) showed that lexicons
designed in this way did not achieve good enough
coverage levels of target texts in natural language. The
Revised DAL was created to target natural language and
has been demonstrated to give 90% coverage of target
texts in English (Whissell, 2009). While our initial
explorations of our tarJHWWH[WGRQ¶WTXLWHUHDFKWKDWOHYHO
of coverage (59%) :KLVVHOO¶V DAL lexicon still has
significantly better coverage than other lexicons (4% for
each of the other lexicons mentioned above).
We generated sentence-by-sentence valence ratings
for our target texts using data from the Whissell lexicon,
where the valence for each sentence is estimated as an
average over the valences for the constituent word in the
sentence that are found in the lexicon. We then took these
sentence-level valence ratings as the target values we
hoped to predict for the current sentence¶V valence, using
the history of previous sentence valence values to train
our model. As described above, we also investigated the
effect of using additional semantic features in our model,
combined with the word valence ratings taken from the
affect lexicon. These semantic features were derived from
the GloVe word representation vectors available from the
Stanford NLP group (Pennington, et al., 2014). Including
this data allowed us to investigate how the semantic as
well as affective properties of previous words influenced
WKHWH[W¶VHYROYLQJHPRWLRQDOWUDMHFWRU\
2.1.4. Human Survey Data
We gathered human annotations for the target text using
the
online
survey
tool
LimeSurvey
(https://www.limesurvey.org). We asked nine adult native
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English speakers (six males and three females) to rate
each individual sentence in the text for both valence and
arousal. To preserve contextual information across
sentences, the text was presented in paragraph groups
with one paragraph per survey page. The paragraphs were
further subdivided into sentences with each sentence
representing a separate survey question. The survey
consisted of 108 paragraphs (sequential in the novel),
divided into 385 sentences. Below each sentence were
two 5-point scales. The participants were advised to read
WKH VWRU\ QDWXUDOO\ WDNLQJ WKH ³VLGH´ RI WKH SURWDJRnist
(Harry). Where sentences may have seemed to contain
both positive and negative emotions, or varying degrees
of intensity, participants were instructed to rate them
based on their feeling at the end of each sentence.
Participants were also asked to complete a short, presurvey familiarisation task where they were asked to rate
a number of unconnected passages from other chapters of
the same Harry Potter book, using the same rating scales.
Once the data from the survey was collected a mean was
WDNHQRIWKHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶UHVSRQVHVDQGWKHPHDQKXPDQ
annotations were compared to the mean sentence scores
derived from the Whissell lexicon showing a correlation
(r2) of 0.004.

2.2 Model training and evaluation
We took the Gutenberg texts and split them into training
and test data. Our corpus consists of 100 books (643,352
sentences) in total. We split these, by book, into 72
training texts (476,891 sentences, 74% of our corpus) and
28 test texts (166461 sentences, 26% of our corpus). The
texts were split in this way to preserve the natural
boundaries between books. We then ran a linear
regression over sentence history windows of 10, 50 and
100 sentences long respectively, in order to investigate
the timescales at which previous information influences
the valence of the current sentence.
To investigate the influence of lexico-semantic
information on sentence valence, we then repeated these
analyses including the wordspace vector information
from the GloVe dataset as additional feature information.
In these analyses, each sentence valence included in the
history as predictors was represented by a 51 dimensional
vector including the valence value for that sentence and
the word vector information.
In order to investigate the effects of much longer scale
contextual information, we next ran the regression based
on a combination of sentence, paragraph and chapter
valence history. To determine the appropriate window
sizes for the sentence, paragraph and chapter history we
created histograms to visualise the number of chapters,
paragraphs and sentences in each book, chapter and
paragraph respectively. Then we created a frequency
distribution for each category and used this information
to determine appropriate sizes for each window. We used
a sentence window of 10 which had a 95% coverage of
the sentences per paragraph in our dataset. We used a
paragraph window of 50 which had a 73% coverage of
the paragraphs per chapter in our data set. We used a
chapter window of 50 which had an 81% coverage of the
chapters per book in our data set.
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